
 

Redeveloping Varanasi Ghats make a difference! 

Project Statement 

The Ganga River has history and heritage that has found its name from time immemorial. The 

objective of the Project is as how we can adapt to Modern Technology while preserving its rich 

culture heritage giving it a Modern outlook that would place her in the best Preserved Ghats of 

the olden times. The River Ganga is very important to all Indian living not only in India but 

around the world who follows Hinduism. The objectives of this Project are to re-build the Ganga 

River Ghats from a single-functional river to a multi-functional Ghats of significant Heritage and 

Cultural value. It will provide safe access to Pilgrims, Tourists, and Locals etc and create 

activities which can be Religious, Re-Creational, Cultural for the people within the Ghats of 

preexisting infrastructure. The Project will regenerate for developing to bring new life to the 

river and investment into the city to make it a World Class Cultural Heritage City of India. 

Project Narrative 

In every part of the world Pollution is a term that has taken its toll not in Rivers but on the 

streets to. The Pollution of Rivers leads issues which can be termed as ecological degradation of 

urban rivers, lack of accessibility of River Ghat (front), lack of open space near riverfront 

Captured by Religious material sellers. Human’s have encroached upon Natural flow of river 

along Ghats, Polluted the Silt bed.  Historical continuity of Religious pollution in the name 

offerings to God and heritage protection has been now lost with time. 

 

I may not have the all the historical data and simply sitting hundred miles away giving few lines 

can be understood. But to draw a road map and to deliver a project that is to taken out from 

the few sheets of paper to the drawing board and then deliver a world class Ghats is a dream 

come. True. I would myself feel honorable if this paper is accepted as a First Step towards being 

accepted for the developments of the Ghats.  

Concept framework:  

1. Recover the natural flow of river free from all encroachments that’s has taken place in the 

last 100 years. An outline can be developed for the expanding river for future use and 

expanding Ghats taking into mind the Green space to be developed on both the sides. 

2. On both the sides of the Ghats develop Irrigation system that will use water to Integrate 

natural water harvesting system. This water if possible can be used to watering green 

vegetation developed along the ghats for re-creational purpose. The people of Varanasi can 

have access to new green Ghats in the future along with Religious tress that will come in time 

along the river.  

3. Re-Engineering the Settlements and if possible can be dismantled bringing in new law for 

Cleaning up River Ganga and redeveloping Ghats a Caveat can be filed by the Government in 

this matter. Bring in new life lease of life in River Ganga and Plan way of investments based on 



the Projects that will work with the concept of just in time concept of Japanese People.  

 

SITE HISTORY 

The Ganga River Corridor as Shown in Google earth map has clearly out lined the ghats. We need to 

study the impact of the river on the ghats during the last 100 years. It should have the records when the 

water touched the highest point during flooding. And lowest point during recession.  Based on this data 

our next step should be to develop Ghats for the future generations. 

 

NATURAL RIVER CORRIDOR 

A team of Experts Comprising Environmentalist, Ecologist should come together to see the impact if 

there was during the last century. If there had been encroachments it should be cleared of in its way. 

Before river change its course of action and regain land in near future leaning for Himalayan Tragedy.  

 FLOOD 

If there seems to a flooding when ghats would develop what contingency Plan the Government would 

have to transfer the water coming to ghats should be transferred out based on up liftment of water via 

Channelization of Streams on the opposite side where there seems to fields and lands is freely available. 

 CHANNELIZATION 

A criss cross of channels for agriculture lands so farmers make use of river to its potential. 

 



 

 BRIDGES 

A new plan to build new bridges for future decongestion of City.  Barricading Bridges so People don’t 

throw things in the River from passing out Vehicles’.  Monitoring to be surveillance and made Punishable 

based on the Video Footage.    

RIVER REVITALIZATION PLAN 

What are the Pollutants Channels that are being pushed into the Ganga from both the sides? Work 

Break down Policy to be implanted and all people needs to be targeted. This is the biggest Plan before 

we start building Ghats on both the sides. Goals: We need to educate each and every People who come 

to the Ghats and make them aware what are the Consequences of Pollution. Social Impact: Attract 

People involve them in Cleaning Ganga, Ghats. Tell how it can improve the quality of life, Tourism and its 

international Reach. Educational Impact. Teach Children and College students about the implications of 

the project and involve them in the Project from its beginning. Teach them about its Glorious Past, 

History, and its aesthetic look of it. Tell them what they need when ghats would come alive. A Place for 

Worship, Yoga, Cycling, Walking, parks and place for everyone in Society.  Environmental Impact Collect 

all water that is being pushed into the river. Create wet lands opposite side of ghats and stop fishing all 

along the ghats. Make study of water being disposed into river is treated at several points in city is 

Treated and made to percolate in ground and can recharge ground water level. River Water Challenge. 

Frame new rules and regulations by the Ministry of Cleaning Ganga that what amounts of Pollutants are 

to be made acceptable in water prior to its release. An Ecological Study if ever done and available in 

Theses should be use to restore its river life Cycle. 

EXISITING CONDITION: of the Ghats at Point Gola Ghat Tank. When whole Ghat are being broken down 

as per of rules framed. Let’s study Gola Ghat Tank front. We can see Roads, Over head Tank and few 

patches of Empty Plots seen from the Google map view.  Embed Google Map with Important Roads , 

Sewer Lines existing and choked , New lines to be laid, Empty Plots to be used as Effluent Treatment 

plant all along the City River line. We have already educated the Citizens and want their contribution. If 

anything needs to be shifted for the cause of the Ghats they should voluntarily come forward for the 

cause of the Ghats and city the way people in City Surat do. Redesign the city Infrastructure as per our 

requirement it can include main roads, small roads and rail roads. If we shift the Rail /Road station it can 

do wonders if we have one more railway station opposite side of the ghats. If People want to come from 

outside they use it and don’t congest city much more. When people living near the rail /roads they don’t 

have much access to the Ghats due to congestion and inflow of person from outside.  And this makes 

our infrastructure go dead and can’t cope with it. The only thing we can’t shift is our heritage everything 

else can be shifted.  

 



 

EXISITING ANALYSIS  

A Strategy should be formed to study the Patten and inflow of Public towards the ghats and what can be 

don’t to ease People in city can have access to ghats for longer period.  Ultimately they are the one who 

have stopped accessing it. How best we can put existing infrastructure to the best of its use. Urban 

rivers and riverfront areas are commitments to multi-purpose, multi-use spaces, in which residents and 

visitors can interact with and experience their new surroundings in a multitude of ways. Such a dynamic 

environment will be a better place to live, work and play. 

Recovering River 

A strategy needs to be made with people who are well versed in Rejuvenating River. Develop Channels 

along the Ghats that are underground and can transport all the sewage water coming from the city to be 

taken to the nearest Effluent Treatment plant. A separate Channel to divert rain water directly into the 

river called River Rain water harvesting system which would have interlocks and would be operation 

during Monsoon only.  

Bring Sand Deposited on the opposite sides of river to Ghat sides that would give a feel of beaches, 

creating artificial river front along Ghats. River if need can be widened by lifting soils and increasing 

flood capacity. We already have River Ganga that needs a fresh lease of life with rich in oxygen. 

 

 

 



Recovering Water Management 

Ganga river ghats at present are small in breadth and need to be increased how much? It needs 

to be checked how much land we can claim from the river. Widening of the river and deepening 

it will maintain flow deep inside once the dredging of the river bed is done to remove the silt 

being deposited in river bed. Expanding River breadth on the other side will reduce the flood 

control level in the long run. A Cross section of the Google map will help how much land we can 

reclaim to counter flood control along the ghats. 

Recovering Biodiversity 

A vegetation study should have been done and if any literature is available what kind of forest 

plantation can be done to make Bio-Diversity along the Periphery of the vast land freely 

available on other side of the river. We should plant trees and encourage planting trees that 

can stop cutting of soil during flooding. 

 An ie.Kabirvad a place developed along the River Narmada in Bharuch District of Gujarat. On 

the same pattern the Trees which give Shade and are Religious like Vad, Pipal, Amla, and Neem 

should be encouraged along the free land available on the other side of the river. This 

vegetation will help in attracting native wild life, birds, butterflies and fishes in the river. The 

fishes have vanished should be reintroduce in the river which act as Natural source of eating 

residues left over by decaying flowers , Coconuts , Grains thrown by the Pilgrims into the river.  

 

Banning fishing activity from the starting and end point of Varanasi City. And should be strictly 

monitored. The person whose boat is caught fishing should be confiscated should be shown no 

leniency. There are numerous boats that are plying into the river along the ghats are causing a 

lot of Nuisance.  All boats that are plying into the River should have paints that is eco friendly in 

nature and should not dissolve heavy metals into the River which should have adverse effect to 

maintain bio-diversity. A Number Plate on the Guidelines of RTO which would bear the name of 

owner and its working life boat should be engraved upon.   

All the Boats should have one common Place and Pier should be Built that would act as 

Standing and Ending point along the Ghat. Ticketing should be administered which would 

eliminate Touts. And a confidence would be generating among the Pilgrims being coming to 



city. The Capacity of Boats to carry No of Persons should be adhered. Reason once ghats would 

have developed and everything looks beautiful we don’t want any awkward situation waiting 

for boats to be capsized in the river. Then look for UN necessary inquiry. Develop a system for 

boats immediately 

Regenerating 

Re Generating and Re Engineering the old age Traditions in Consultations with Saints and local 

Representatives. It is found that when a person dies his body is burnt along the River front, 

Sadhus bodies are simply thrown in, and Persons who cannot afford to burn Bodies simply 

throw the bodies in the river. Do we have a mechanism to control the bodies that are being 

burnt alongside the Ghats? No. Then develop it because we want to Gift Ganga to our children’s 

for future. 

Case Study: A study should be undertaken immediately as how many bodies are being brought 

on average along the river for Burial for last Rites. A token money is to be taken on the Entrance 

at all the entry points along the Ghats. A regulation from VMC giving Smart Cards which would 

then enable them to be Given Death Certificates on the production of Smart Cards after the last 

rites had been performed. If the body has been burnt as per Corporation Ecological Guidelines 

he should be granted. If the Body was simply thrown away the Token Money will be deducted 

from the PM Jan Dhan Yojna hedge fund of Rs 5000. Every person who is deceased , his the 

person should bring his Aadhar Card and the AC of the PM Jan Dhan Yojna Card that would 

enable VMC to give Death Certificate on the basis of the Two cards. It would be an Ecological 

approach and it should be given priority for all people who are desirous of burning their loved 

ones along the River in near Future.  

This would stop persons simply throwing the Body into the River without any identification. And 

persons who fail to produce PM Jan Dhan Card or Aadhar Card the body has brought should be 

confiscated and should be sent to burning via Electric Pyre from the Funds created to Clean 

Ganga. 

Some Bodies may be sent to Medical Colleges for study of Students after proper Verification. 

This would deter persons from Cremating Bodies along the River. More over the token Money 

should be made so high that the Cremation of bodies along the River stops. And incentives 

should be given at Corporation Cremation ground in the City. 

Vision 

Let’s hope that we all Indians think of seriously and look for betterment of Re-Developing Ganga. 
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